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NEW QUESTION: 1
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each
question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct
solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result,
these questions will not appear in the review screen.
You plan to create a release pipeline that will deploy Azure resources by using Azure Resource
Manager templates. The release pipeline will create the following resources:
Two resource groups
Four Azure virtual machines in one resource group
Two Azure SQL databases in other resource group
You need to recommend a solution to deploy the resources.
Solution: Create a main template that has two linked templates, each of which will deploy the
resource in its respective group.
Does this meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
To deploy your solution, you can use either a single template or a main template with many
related templates. The related template can be either a separate file that is linked to from the
main template, or a template that is nested within the main template.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-linkedtemplates

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your role of Network Administrator at ABC.com includes the management of the Active
Directory forest.
The network includes servers that run Windows Server 2008 R2 and Windows Server 2012.
The forest contains three domains: a root domain named ABC.com, a child domain named
US.ABC.com and another child domain named Research.US.ABC.com. The ABC.com root
domain contains two Windows Server 2012 domain controllers named ABC-DC1 and ABC-DC2.
ABC-DC1 contains the forest FSMO roles. ABC-DC1 contains the forest FSMO roles. ABC-DC2
contains the domain FSMO roles for the ABC.com domain.
The US.ABC.com domain contains two Windows Server 2008 R2 domain controllers named
USABC- DC1 and US-ABC-DC2. US-ABC-DC1 contains the domain FSMO roles for the
US.ABC.com domain. US-ABC- DC2 is configured as a Global Catalog Server. The
Research.US.ABC.com domain contains two Windows Server 2012 domain controllers named
Res-US-ABC-DC1 and Res-US-ABC-DC2. Res-US-ABC-DC1 contains the domain FSMO roles for
the Res.US.ABC.com domain. Res-US-ABC-DC2 is configured as a Global Catalog Server.
All domain controllers in the forest are configured as DNS Servers. You plan to install a
Windows Server
2008 R2 domain controller in the Research.US.ABC.com domain.
Which of the existing domain controllers must be online in order to create the planned
additional domain controller?
A. US-ABC-DC1 and Res-US-ABC-DC1
B. ABC-DC1
C. Res-US-ABC-DC1
D. US-ABC-DC1
E. Res-US-ABC-DC1 and Res-US-ABC-DC2
F. US-ABC-DC1 and US-ABC-DC2
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the correct statement about the virtual interface? (Multiple Choices)
A. The virtual interface must join the security zone to work.
B. The virtual interface is a logical interface and needs to be configured with an IP address.
C. The virtual interface can be configured without an IP address.
D. The virtual interface may have a protocol layer DOWN because no IP address is configured.
Answer: A,C
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